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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Morning session with full groupObjective is to quickly recap what framing is and why it matters, review some quick lessons we should keep at the forefront of our thinking any time we are messaging our work, share some details on another applicable area of framing research And then apply it to our BHAG work
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In talking about our work, framing 
REALLY matters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provide a very quick reminder of what framing is and why it matters:Framing helps us tell the core story of our business – what human services is, why we have it (what is it good for), what derails its outcomes and what would improve it.  The science of framing helps us understand the dominant frames Americans use to reason about issues we care about, and then identify what frame elements might allow us to shift old beliefs and provide “thinking tools” – ways people can think more productively about issues, particularly those that involve understanding systems and structures.Americans have many dominant frames when it comes to human services, poverty, government – dominant frames that can overwhelm and derail our messages. Too often the way in which we tell our story simply reinforces the dominant frames. Americans believe many things – many of them contradictory.  When we talk about an issue, we want to “land in” the beliefs that may not be dominant, but may be more relevant – we want to “pull” those beliefs forward in their minds, letting the others recede.
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Does this look at all familiar?

She tries to talk 
about what she 
does…

One of us  - let’s call her Jane - is at a 
family gathering…
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Jane thinks she knows how to fix this. 
Unfortunately…turns out she’s wrong.

So, knowing jargon doesn’t work, Jane 
talks about issues using words we 
think are powerful and will connect…
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Usually ends up looking something like this.
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It may feel like we’re persuading people, but…

Keep in mind this phenomenon I’ll call  the “Facebook Effect:”

People like us read our posts, and we read theirs – this makes us believe 
“lots of people” agree with us

Whatever we like FB shows us more of – this narrows and magnifies this 
effect.
In other words…

If we want to keep getting the support we’re already getting…
We should keep doing what we’re already doing – communicating in ways 
that make sense and feel right to us.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what can reframing do for us?  Help create a wide angle lens that brings policymakers together and involves everyone in shaping solutions that are focused on social health and well being for everyone Help create an understanding of the ecosystem that shapes the interconnectedness of systems and services in a community and connect all of us who live there (like tracks connecting a rail system) Leads to thematic story-telling to show how “connected communities” have better outcomesHelps us ask the right questions from the start – how are our children doing in school? How connected are families to their community? To broadband? Helps us focus on the structural and systemic causes of poor health and lack of well-being; address equity.
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HOW THE BRAIN “MAKES MEANING” 
OF  INCOMING COMMUNICATIONS

• What we are “speaking “into” when we talk about human 
nature, human potential, and human services

• How the ways we talk — about our clients, our organizations, 
our work, our practices, our communities —can inadvertently 
reinforce innaccurate understandings or embed new, 
productive ways of thinking

LET’S START BY PEERING INSIDE OUR 
THINKING APPARATUS…
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What we think is on the 
receiving end when we share an 
idea or concept

vs.

What we’re actually speaking 
“into”
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The brain’s response to messages is mediated 
by what we’ve already heard.

What’s “in there?”

Cultural or ‘simplifying models’ that make it easier for us to think about 
incoming information, made up of:

Values that Americans hold deeply
“Facts”
Metaphors – like, for example. old sayings, truisms

:
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The more often something is repeated, the 
deeper the “groove” it leaves in the brain.  New 
messages tend to slide into the deeper grooves.

Information “feels” more true the second time 
you hear it, and more and more true each 
subsequent time.

Debunking a ‘myth’ by restating it as ‘not true’ 
slides into the groove of the myth itself. In other 
words, “AIDS cannot be caught from a door 
knob” lands as “AIDS can be caught from a door 
knob.”

Two Key Takeaways:
Don’t debunk misinformation – provide new, correct information and repeat it –
create a new groove, and deepen it

Know what’s already “in there” – grooves where your communication may land
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Common – dominant – American 
metaphors:

The Little Engine that Could
Pulling yourself up by your bootstraps

Making lemonade out of lemons

Strongly held American Values:
Opportunity

Fairness across places
American Exceptionalism (we are the best nation in the world)

Rugged individualism

Some of What’s In There….
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Framing Experts 

www.frameworksinstitute.org

4 Key Concepts to Keep in Mind

1. Widen the Lens – show how issues impact all of us, not 
“them”

2. Make an affirmative case – state what IS true
3. Avoid stories of crisis – “doom and gloom”
4. Use well-framed data and stories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are framing scientists who are experts in identifying and understanding these frames. We have worked most closely with Frameworks Institute. Even for those of you who have not heard of them, you have probably heard framing that they helped develop through research and testing – such as brain architecture and the idea of “serve and return” – they also developed the term “toxic stress”Many tools and specific areas of research relevant to our work. Keep these concepts at the front of your thinking today:Widen the lens – be careful with individual success stories that simply reinforce our “pull your self-up by your bootstraps” mentality; put stories in the context of the broader landscape and across the life cycleMake a practical, affirmative case. And avoid crisis or doom and gloom messages that are likely to leave the public believing that nothing can be done to fix the problem. Reinforce that issues affect all of us – this is about US, not just about “them.”  This avoids a common thinking patternor belief  called ‘separate fates’ – which means what happens to them (those people, in those neighborhoods) has nothing to do with me or my family.Avoid simply repeating the myth you are trying to dispel – you’ll only reinforce it.Use data and stories in well-framed ways – more on this in a minute.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=6f0yJtKrs_a7hM&tbnid=8BWCNjqmTDAFtM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://archive.constantcontact.com/fs133/1103416424258/archive/1111782710079.html&ei=tSMJUrv6GYWp4AP6lICgCw&psig=AFQjCNFGrgEV7uBBJvP1u8BmnHOcGGCvSw&ust=1376417058911439
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=6f0yJtKrs_a7hM&tbnid=8BWCNjqmTDAFtM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://archive.constantcontact.com/fs133/1103416424258/archive/1111782710079.html&ei=tSMJUrv6GYWp4AP6lICgCw&psig=AFQjCNFGrgEV7uBBJvP1u8BmnHOcGGCvSw&ust=1376417058911439
http://www.frameworksinstitute.org
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Find a Partner…

A quick first bit of practice
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What’s Wrong with the Framing?

Purpose:  to advocate for a drop-in center for LGBT youth

Peoria’s gay teens are in grave danger, facing life threatening problems 
from homelessness to hate crimes.  These vulnerable teens need a safe 
place to spend time – a place where they can have what straight kids have 
– support, tutoring, health care.  

Purpose:  to generate support for keeping a neighborhood senior center 
open

Elderly residents of Highland Park have earned a place to spend time in 
retirement – we call them the “Greatest Generation” because of what they 
did for us — don’t we owe them at least one hot meal a day and the 
companionship of other seniors?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what can reframing do for us?  Help create a wide angle lens that brings policymakers together and involves everyone in shaping solutions that are focused on social health and well being for everyone Help create an understanding of the ecosystem that shapes the interconnectedness of systems and services in a community and connect all of us who live there (like tracks connecting a rail system) Leads to thematic story-telling to show how “connected communities” have better outcomesHelps us ask the right questions from the start – how are our children doing in school? How connected are families to their community? To broadband? Helps us focus on the structural and systemic causes of poor health and lack of well-being; address equity.
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What’s Wrong with the Framing?

Purpose:  to advocate for a drop-in center for LGBT youth

Peoria’s gay teens are in grave danger, facing life threatening problems 
from homelessness to hate crimes.  These vulnerable teens need a safe 
place to spend time – a place where they can have what straight kids have
– support, tutoring, health care.  

Purpose:  to generate support for keeping a neighborhood 
senior center open

Elderly residents of Highland Park have earned a place to spend time in 
retirement – we call them the “Greatest Generation” because of what they 
did for us — don’t we owe them at least one hot meal a day and the 
companionship of other seniors?

Crisis – sky is falling

It’s about 
“them,” and 
about who’s 
worthy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what can reframing do for us?  Help create a wide angle lens that brings policymakers together and involves everyone in shaping solutions that are focused on social health and well being for everyone Help create an understanding of the ecosystem that shapes the interconnectedness of systems and services in a community and connect all of us who live there (like tracks connecting a rail system) Leads to thematic story-telling to show how “connected communities” have better outcomesHelps us ask the right questions from the start – how are our children doing in school? How connected are families to their community? To broadband? Helps us focus on the structural and systemic causes of poor health and lack of well-being; address equity.
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What’s Might Work Better?

Purpose:  to advocate for a drop-in center for LGBT youth

All of Peoria’s young people need lots of kinds of support in order to set their lives on a 
positive track – help with schoolwork, with thinking about careers – access to health care 
and to people who care. The LGBT drop in center will be a place for some of our teens –
teens who are at a high risk for bullying or violence, and for being rejected by family 
members - to get this kind of support in a safe place. This center will join the network of 
drop-in centers we run, offering another place for our teens to spend time and make good 
choices.

Purpose:  to generate support for keeping a neighborhood senior center open

As a community, we Washingtonians take pride in making sure that all of us have safe 
places to connect with neighbors, learn and stay active.  Our older neighbors in Highland 
Park live healthier and more fulfilled lives because of all their senior center offers. 
Community centers are like the cornerstone we lay when building a city where we all can 
thrive.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what can reframing do for us?  Help create a wide angle lens that brings policymakers together and involves everyone in shaping solutions that are focused on social health and well being for everyone Help create an understanding of the ecosystem that shapes the interconnectedness of systems and services in a community and connect all of us who live there (like tracks connecting a rail system) Leads to thematic story-telling to show how “connected communities” have better outcomesHelps us ask the right questions from the start – how are our children doing in school? How connected are families to their community? To broadband? Helps us focus on the structural and systemic causes of poor health and lack of well-being; address equity.
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Applying Frameworks Research*

*Developed by Frameworks Institute. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is very recent and relevant research from Frameworks that we believe provides a significant opportunity to disrupt mindsets and change the narrative in our field. When you couple this with the converging opportunities in policy (such as the national discussion on economic mobility and focus on anti-poverty), it is critical that all of us work to get the new narrative out there . . .Quick review of what is on the screen (distribute copies of the Frameworks tools on Human Potential and the Construction metaphor):Lead with the Human Potential Value to help shift the mind away from unproductive ways of thinking about why some people do well now (that rugged individualism) and to the idea that “potential is something that all of us have to achieve – we’re not born into well-being.”  And, it leads comfortably into the idea that all people need support at times along the way to achieve their full potential. The concept of well-being works as a tested frame to set up “what is at stake” and “why it matters.”  It helps prime why a listener should care about human servicesThe explanatory metaphor of construction tested very well in Frameworks focus groups. It helps people see the many dimensions of well-being (its not just about financial self-sufficiency or physical health)It helps people see the many types of people – professionals and others – who play a role in helping people reach their potential (its not just because a kid had bad parents; its not just about the choices an individual made)Its effective at conveying what gets in the way: shaky foundations, poor or missing materials, unexpected storms.Share a copy of my Policy & Practice column where we took a stab at applying it to our work at APHSA 
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.

When we talk about human services, providing
supports and services to people who need them…

What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger!

I pulled myself up by my bootstraps – giving people help for 
more than a short term emergency makes them dependent

Remember the ‘good old days’ when people took care of 
each other?

Government is inept

Human Services is… (blank stare) – the cognitive hole

These are the values, 
metaphors, ‘facts’ you don’t 
want to trigger

doesn’t kill you makes you
I pulled myself up by my bootstraps – giving people help for 
more than a short term emergency makes them dependent

Remember the ‘good old days’ when people took care of each 
other?

Government is inept

Human Services is… (blank stare) – the cognitive hole

it “lands in” these mental models or cognitive “short cuts”
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Every person is born with the potential to build and live a good 
life (human potential) — and everyone needs support at times in 
their lives to maintain well being (life cycle)

There are common sense solutions that we know work (aka 
pragmatism)

We can prevent problems from getting worse and costing more 
by acting early on (aka prevention)

Here’s some of ‘what’s in there’ that we DO want to trigger

And a tested metaphor we can consider using

Metaphors are particularly important in helping 
people “see” the way systems and structures work
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Systems of Care*

*Drawn from Frameworks Institute research on Community Wide Partnerships for Child Well-being.  

Key Values:

• Human Potential
• Civic Potential
• Pragmatism

Explanatory Metaphors:

• Solid tracks for development
• Levelness 
• Resource Grid 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another very relevant application of research from Frameworks comes from their Systems of Care, Community Wide Partnerships for Child Well-BeingThe term “system of care,” not surprisingly, doesn’t evoke much from most people – it’s very abstract.  Most people aren’t really familiar with many of the services, organizations, programs and resources in their community – the existence of an array of these resources just isn’t visible to them, and they certainly don’t see those resources as connected to each other in any way.To help people “see” a system of care” – what it is, why it’s important, how it works, FrameWorks tested Explanatory Metaphors and came up with one that works really well.For everyone in Denver to thrive, we need services that work together, like a set of train tracks laid down so that everyone in our community can get to the services and resources they need to achieve well being.  With smart planning and solid investment, a rail system connects all parts of a community — there are multiple train lines, with points of intersection where riders can transfer and get to their destinatiosn.  The train tracks connect to all the places we need to go – to schools, to the medical center, to libraries, to senior centers and after school programs, to places where counseling is provided and to where people live and work.
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Systems of Care*

*Drawn from Frameworks Institute research on Community Wide Partnerships for Child Well-being.  

Key Values:

• Human Potential
• Civic Potential
• Pragmatism

Explanatory Metaphors:

• Solid tracks for development
• Levelness 
• Resource Grid 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Resource Grid is another metaphor that helps people see that there are resources people need to thrive, and everyone needs access to them – you can think of these resources as on a “grid,” like the electrical grid. If you’re “on the grid,” you have access to electrical power – if you’re “off the grid,” you don’t. In some places in the U.S. the grid is patchy – in some it’s even broken. In those places people aren’t able to connect to resources like a network to help you find a job, or advice on how to get the best health care, or help figuring out how to manage your diabetes — and in those places it’s harder to have what you need to take positive steps forward.Levelness is a metaphor that helps people “see” why that children who experience toxic stress have a hard time succeeding by showing how child development works.  A child’s brain is built from the bottom up, and the bottom is like the foundation of a house, or the floor. When the foundation isn’t laid correctly, the floor isn’t level – and whatever you put on a floor that isn’t level has a tendency to be unstable, to not have a firm footing.  It’s possible to overcome this – to prop the leg of a table up, for example – but it will always require extra effort and attention to keep it stable and to be able to live in that room.
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Before Reframing 

We must do more to help disadvantaged and 
troubled youth, who have little chance of success 
without our interventions. Additional resources are 
needed to deliver programs and services to help 
these kids break the poverty cycle that plagues 
their families. By supporting government agencies 
like child protective services and juvenile justice, 
and connecting youth to these services, we can 
improve outcomes for low income families. Our 
county government should be there to extend a 
helping hand to people in need.

What’s wrong with this framing?

After Reframing  

Our community needs to keep our youth on track 
— making progress and moving forward, with stops 
along the way. Like a train needs a connected and 
coordinated system of tracks to travel smoothly 
and quickly to where it needs to go, youth in our 
community need a connected and coordinated 
system of services working together — like health 
care, early learning, after-school care, child 
welfare and more — so that youth get the 
resources they need when they need them. By 
building a System of Care we are ensuring solid 
tracks for development, making sure that all the 
pieces are in place for all youth in our community 
to move forward in life. 

Applying the Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reframed example uses the solid tracks for development explanatory metaphor. Explore with the group the differences in these two paragraphs. 
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Before Reframing 

Our community needs a strong safety net to help 
people who are hungry, homeless or victims of 
domestic violence Battered women, elderly people 
who don’t have enough money to feed themselves 
— we can pull together to make sure we take care 
of those who are less fortunate.

What’s wrong with this framing?

After Reframing

Each of us needs others to construct a successful 
life. Parents are vital, and so are extended family, 
teachers, coaches, clergy, guidance counselors, 
and, when we’re older, career advisors, people 
who  can teach about money, lenders, contacts 
who help with getting a job and finding a home, 
librarians, public officials, counselors when you 
encounter bumps in the road (debt, alcohol, 
marital problems) . . . Every person taps into a web 
of people and relationships who can help along 
the way – sort of like tapping into the electrical 
grid to power your home appliances. No one who 
succeeds is “off the grid.”  Our community has 
built a grid of resources and services — we need to 
make sure it’s in good repair and reaches 
everyone.

Applying the Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uses the electric grid explanatory metaphor as well as the life cycle examplesExplore with the group the difference  
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Constructing a successful frame requires
well-made frame elements

Values Explanatory Metaphors

Landscape Stories Social Math
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The formula for a well-constructed 
policy frame

VALUE +… +____ +____ +____  = 
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Use Smart Social Math

• Tell why it matters 
first, followed by the 
numbers

• Use numbers in a 
social context

• Make comparisons 
with familiar things 
that help paint the 
picture

• Avoid false 
comparisons 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are bombarded with news stories involving large numbers. Especially in government we hear about billions of dollars being spent on programs or the number of people served in that programSocial math is the practice of translating statistics and other data so that is comes meaningful to an audience and helpful in advancing public policy.It’s a part of effective framing. When its done well, it provokes an emotional response (and disrupts old mindsets).It’s important to provide the “why” up front – if you start with the numbers and haven’t set up the why, people will default to their their old mindset (i.e., government waste; charities not using money effectively). Numbers alone don’t tell the story and won’t move people to a new frame.  Use explanatory chains to help explain the issue and what the policy opportunities are to prevent or evolve the problem.Comparisons to familiar things can be helpful. (see example of slide – school/prison; education/incarceration).  But be careful that you don’t make the wrong comparison. [Site the President’s comparison of falling in bathtub and terrorism; Frameworks example of a communicator trying to convey that people have the ability to donate to charities said: “most people in Africa support their entire families on equivalent of what Americans spend on pet food.”  Didn’t work because Americans see pets as family not extravagances.
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Less Effective Smart Math

What Does Smart Math Look Like?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explore why the second is more powerful than the first.
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Less Effective Smart Math

What Does Smart Math Look Like?

• You’re more likely to die from a 
fall in your bathroom than to be 
killed by a terrorist.

• If you’re a 50 year old 
American, you stand a 1 in 
14 chance of being the victim of 
a robbery or assault in your 
lifetime.  You stand a 1 in 20 
million chance being the victim 
of a terrorist attack.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explore why the second is more powerful than the first.
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Telling Stories:  Orientation Matters

What story does this tell?

How about this?

How about this?
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Your Turn

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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What’s wrong with this framing?

Ohio's elderly forced to choose between food or medicine
Ohio seniors sometimes go hungry, struggling more than most to pay bills and afford healthy 
meals

Elaine Sperry knows too many friends who have had to make the impossibly difficult tradeoffs of choosing among 
eating, buying medication or paying bills.
“There’s no good choice,” she said. To the elderly, health is often affected, no matter what they do.
Ohio ranks first in the Midwest and 12th nationwide for food insecurity among older adults, according to a new 
report by the National Foundation to End Senior Hunger and National Association of States United for Aging and 
Disabilities.
The report found that more than 16 percent of Ohioans age 60 or older — an estimated 385,037 people — were at 
risk of hunger in 2013, the latest year for which data were available. Being at risk means they expressed concerns 
about getting enough to eat or eating the right kind of food.
That’s a 26 percent increase over 2012.
“It’s just wrong,” said Lisa Hamler-Fugitt, the executive director of the Ohio Association of Foodbanks. “This level 
of increasing hunger among our seniors, the greatest generation, has very significant public-health implications and 
represents a looming financial crisis.”
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What’s wrong with this framing?

Ohio's elderly forced to choose between food or medicine
Ohio seniors sometimes go hungry, struggling more than most to pay bills and afford healthy 
meals

Elaine Sperry knows too many friends who have had to make the impossibly difficult tradeoffs of choosing among 
eating, buying medication or paying bills.
“There’s no good choice,” she said. To the elderly, health is often affected, no matter what they do.
Ohio ranks first in the Midwest and 12th nationwide for food insecurity among older adults, according to a new 
report by the National Foundation to End Senior Hunger and National Association of States United for Aging and 
Disabilities.
The report found that more than 16 percent of Ohioans age 60 or older — an estimated 385,037 people — were at 
risk of hunger in 2013, the latest year for which data were available. Being at risk means they expressed concerns 
about getting enough to eat or eating the right kind of food.
That’s a 26 percent increase over 2012.
“It’s just wrong,” said Lisa Hamler-Fugitt, the executive director of the Ohio Association of Foodbanks. “This level 
of increasing hunger among our seniors, the greatest generation, has very significant public-health implications 
and represents a looming financial crisis.”

Tone = crisis Doesn’t show how the issue works
What causes this problem? What caused the 
increase?  

Why should we care = 
these people are worthy (and 

the sky is falling)
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If we want to keep getting the support 
we’re already getting…

We should keep doing what we’re already doing –
communicating in ways that make sense and feel right to us.

Think of this as the “Facebook Effect:”

People like us read our posts, and we read theirs – this 
makes us believe “people” agree with us

Whatever we like FB shows us more of – this narrows and 
magnifies this effect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what can reframing do for us?  Help create a wide angle lens that brings policymakers together and involves everyone in shaping solutions that are focused on social health and well being for everyone Help create an understanding of the ecosystem that shapes the interconnectedness of systems and services in a community and connect all of us who live there (like tracks connecting a rail system) Leads to thematic story-telling to show how “connected communities” have better outcomesHelps us ask the right questions from the start – how are our children doing in school? How connected are families to their community? To broadband? Helps us focus on the structural and systemic causes of poor health and lack of well-being; address equity.
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